Chapter K
Historical & Archaeological Resources
1. Purpose
Historical and Archaeological resources are vital elements of a community’s identity. A
comprehensive plan must identify important historical and archaeological resources not only
for the sake of the historical record, but also to preserve their present-day value to the town’s
identity and character and to encourage tourism. Specifically, this chapter:
a)
b)
c)
d)

presents a brief history of Brooksville;
describes its historical and archaeological resources;
assesses threats to these resources; and
assesses the effectiveness of existing measures to protect and preserve these resources.

2. Key Findings & Issues
The growth and resilience of the Brooksville Historical Society in the 15 years since the last
comprehensive plan was written underscores the community support and concern for its proud
history. Brooksville has pre-historic sites (i.e., those predating European settlement) along its
salt and freshwater shores. Several features of the local landscape bear names given by the
indigenous people. While the town has many buildings of historic interest, only two are on the
National Register of Historic Places. There are many other places that may be eligible for
listing. Brooksville has generated many published histories, but to date there is no systematic
and comprehensive inventory and evaluation of all its historic structures and sites. There is no
specific program for widespread public recognition and preservation of these resources.

3. Key Findings & Issues from the 2006 Plan
Brooksville had many documented sites of pre-colonial settlement (20) left by the original
indigenous peoples of Maine, the Passamaquoddy and Penobscot. These sites are primarily
located along salt and freshwater coastlines. While Maine State Historic Preservation
Commission has documented these specific sites, a full archaeological survey has not been
completed and there may still be other undiscovered pre-colonial sites in Brooksville. The
South shore of Walker Pond did have a thorough archaeological survey. Brooksville had one
site listed on the National Register of Historical Places, with eleven others eligible.

4. 2018 Public Opinion Survey Results
The overwhelming feeling reflected in public survey results was the desire that changes to the
fabric of the Town should be minimal and eighty-nine plus percent of respondents favored
measures to protect Brooksville's historic sites and buildings. Citizens at the community
workshop held prior to pandemic restrictions supported efforts to document and preserve
Brooksville's architectural gems.
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5. History of Brooksville
Apart from cataclysmic natural phenomena such as flooding, tornadoes and volcanoes, it is the
human history of a town that gives rise to its archaeological and historical resources. In this
section we briefly explore the history of Brooksville, starting with the earliest human
settlements, focusing on that part of our history that has led to the buildings, land alterations,
and artifacts that we see today. Much more information is available in numerous publications
of the Brooksville Historical Society.
Pre-Colonial History:
Human habitation in the Blue Hill peninsula region started with the retreat of the Laurentide
ice sheet and the arrival of the first humans to the area, as early as 10,000 years ago. The
earliest humans in this area are known to archaeologists as the Red Paint people. The name,
"Red Paint," is derived from the heavy concentrations of red ochre (iron oxide) found in burial
sites, although none are known in Brooksville. These people are thought to be non-agricultural
due to the lack of farming implements and pottery found at their sites.
A second influx of peoples from southern New England occurred around 1,700 BCE. These
Algonquian used different tools, natural resources, and land use patterns, which distinguish
them from earlier inhabitants. From this second migration arose numerous tribes known
collectively as the Wabanaki, or “people of the dawn land”.
Common archaeological sites such as shell heaps, or middens, offer valuable insight into the
lives of New England’s early people. They commonly wintered along the coast eating shellfish
and other marine foods. During the summer, many moved inland to hunt and fish. Contact with
Iroquois peoples to the West spurred the adoption of agriculture, which cushioned seasonal
food and resource supplies.
European exploration and early settlement:
European seafarers visited the Maine coast earlier than the first written records of the 16th and
17th centuries. Early French settlement in Maine and Maritime Canada focused on trapping
and trading efforts, while early English settlers were primarily involved in fishing on the Grand
Banks.
Travelling with the expedition of Captain George Weymouth in 1605, James Rosier – the
namesake of Cape Rosier – reported extensive contact with the indigenous population. Native
names were attached to certain natural features in Brooksville before the earliest European
settlements, and some are recognizable today: e.g. Eggemoggin Reach (the fish weir place);
Bagaduce or Majabigwaduce (big tideway river). However, some of the native names of
landscape features are not commonly known today. In her book Indian Place-Names of the
Maine Coast, Fanny Hardy Eckstorm lists the following for Brooksville:
•

Moosikatchik - “the moose’s rump” – a huge rock in Orr’s Cove, Cape Rosier, still in
place
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•
•
•

Edalichichiquassik or Ooneganoosis – “a very narrow place” – a short carry around
Goose Falls, which was largely obliterated along with the Falls by mining operations;
Minnewokun – “the many direction route” – on the Bagaduce River proceeding from
Castine, through Walker Pond, over the hill to Eggemoggin Reach; and
Winneganek – “the carrying place” – over the hill from Walker Pond to Eggemoggin
Reach

The first local English trading post was built in 1623 at Castine, originally Pentagoet (possibly
a French term for the tidal falls of the Bagaduce River). No major European settlement took
place in the area until 1759, the end of the so-called “French and Indian Wars”. In 1762 the
Massachusetts General Court granted six townships, each six miles square, to David Marsh and
others. Parts of Township #3, (Penobscot) and Township #4 (Sedgwick) eventually formed
Brooksville, which was officially incorporated on June 13, 1817 and named after John Brooks,
the Governor of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts.
Nineteenth Century Industry and Commerce:
Between the original European settlements and the eventual incorporation of Brooksville, the
town was established. Early settlers cleared land, grew crops and built grist- and sawmills. By
clearing trees and rocks many families could produce enough to supply their own needs with
occasional surpluses providing a limited income. Residents also engaged in fishing and trading
in the summer as well as woodcutting and ship building in the winter.
The first ship to be built in Brooksville was the 55-ton sloop, Endeavor, built about 1793. More
than 60 other sloops, barks, brigs and schooners were built in Brooksville before 1902,
supplying coastal and worldwide trade. The global trading vessels carried fish and lumber, and
later granite and bricks, returning with sugar, molasses and rum from the West Indies, salt from
Portugal, and manufactured goods from England. Regarding the coastal trading vessels, in his
1878 “Survey of Hancock County”, Samuel Wasson called West Brooksville “Coasterville”
because just about every man in town was involved in some way in the coastal trade, owning
or sailing a “coaster”.
Fishing was also a major occupation for which a number of vessels were built. Cod was the
primary fishery in the first half of the nineteenth century, peaking around 1830 and then
slowing following the repeal of a government bounty in 1866. Mackerel increased in
importance throughout the nineteenth century and replaced cod as the major fishery. In the late
1800's lobstering also grew in importance. Menhaden, also known as porgy, were caught and
pressed for oil and for fertilizer and “porgy chum” was used as sheep feed. Porgy Wharf
remains as a sign of the extraction factory built in South Brooksville in 1875. In the early
1900's herring became an important fishery. They were caught in weirs located on Nautilus
Island and other places in town. The fishing industry varied in response to changes in demand
for, and supplies of, different fish species. Remnants of weirs and piers, pilings and cribs are
still visible in some parts of the town.
A complementary industry to fishing and shipping was the cutting of ice. The Maine Lake Ice
Company cut ice on Walker Pond between 1910 and 1917. The ice was then pulled to the
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Reach and shipped at least as far south as Baltimore. This industry also used the sawdust from
sawmills as insulation.
Lumber, another industry in Brooksville, was used for shipbuilding and for trade. The
straightest and tallest pines were used for masts, while other trees were either taken to local
sawmills to be cut for lumber or used as fuel, particularly at the lime kilns in Rockland. The
first sawmill was built at Goose Falls. Later mills were built in Brooksville Corner in 1767 and
in North Brooksville in 1768. By 1870, all but the most inaccessible trees in the once virgin
forests had been cut, leaving only second growth trees for future harvesting. The advent of
railroad freight opened up Maine’s north woods to lumber export, further quashing demand for
local lumber products. Shipping and thus ship building began to decline after the 1880's due to
competition by railroads.
Quarrying for granite, which began in 1836, became a major local industry by the late 1800's.
Kench's Mountain, the shore of Buck's Harbor, and the southern shore of Walker Pond all had
quarries. Competition from inland sources served by the newly developing railroads as well as
a diminishing market for granite building and paving material led the industry into decline
along the entire Maine coast.
Mineral and ore mining was also taking place in Brooksville in the late 1800's. There are
reported to have been at least seven metal mines in town mining copper and silver. Two
hundred men, including miners from Cornwall, England, were employed to work four shafts at
the Rosier Copper Mine on Cape Rosier in the late 19th century. This site near Goose Pond
was actively mined as recently as the 1970s. The presence of richer deposits elsewhere and
falling prices combined to curtail activity at the site which is now closed and under
remediation to eliminate leached metals from contaminating nearby waters. The current
cleanup, funded by the Federal “Superfund”, is ongoing.
Based on population figures for the area, Penobscot Bay was most heavily populated between
1840 and 1860. Natural resources accessible to ocean-going vessels meant prosperous
industries, and the rugged coast with its many small harbors presented an ideal opportunity for
water-based transportation. Meanwhile the vast interior could only be traversed with great
difficulty and cost. Products from Maine’s forests, its rich fishing grounds, and productive
quarries were traded around the world. By the 1860's, however, the economy of the area began
to decline due to developments in transportation technology and the acquisition of territories in
America’s west. Railroads made the vast fertile areas in the interior of the United States more
accessible and more attractive than the thin, rocky Maine soils. The transition from wooden
sailing vessels to iron-hulled steamships curtailed boat building in the area as neither coal nor
iron necessary for shipbuilding was readily available. The dependable service provided by the
steamships did, however, make the area more accessible to summer vacationers who began
coming to the area in the late 1800's.
Twentieth Century Developments:
The end of the 19th century marked the beginning of a new industry catering to middle- and
upper class families: summer vacations. Although the first vacationers came as early as 1880,
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they did not appreciably slow the outmigration already in progress. Boarding houses, then
hotels and summer cottages, were built to serve these seasonal visitors. At the turn of the
century there were two large hotels at South Brooksville and one – "Undercliff" – on Cape
Rosier. The summer crowds supplied a seasonal but important source of employment for many
people living in Brooksville and other towns on the Blue Hill peninsula. The Great Depression
of the 1930's slowed the number of people able to visit the area and it was not until after World
War II that the tourist industry was revived.
Following WWII, railroad freight and passenger services to the Blue Hill peninsula began to
shut down because of competition with a new mode of transportation: the automobile. The
Federal Highway Act of 1956 ushered in a shift to cars and trucks, numbering the days of
convenient and affordable rail and ferry service to Brooksville and other local towns. Changes
in tourism and recreation habits following America’s post-war economic boom meant that
Brooksville’s transformation as a recreation and tourism hub was well underway. Some young
people also moved into the area in what has been termed the "back-to- the-land movement" of
the 1970s. Although some residents were (and still are) involved in fishing, shipping, and
cutting wood, Brooksville's economy was slowly evolving into being service oriented with
many year-round residents commuting to jobs in the three major regional job centers: Bangor,
Bucksport, and Ellsworth.
Twenty First Century Developments:
With the beginning of the 21st century, Brooksville has seen an increase in the number of
retirees finding Maine coastal communities to their liking. These newcomers have appreciably
affected the community, and account for the increase in population. In 2017, Brooksville
celebrated its bicentennial with town-wide events and festivities.
Brooksville's present character is as much the result of developments occurring outside of town
as from the town's unique character and location. Thus, for Brooksville to maintain those
valued characteristics, it must evaluate its present and future growth with an eye to state,
regional and even national developments.
For more detailed accounts of Brooksville's history, see the numerous publications of the
Brooksville Historical Society.

6. Archaeological and Historic Sites
Pre- Colonial Archaeological Sites
An archaeological site is any place that contains physical remains of human use. In Maine,
human habitation dates back to the retreat of the last glaciers – as far back as 10,000 years ago.
The sites that existed before any written record are called Pre-Historic Archaeological Sites.
These might include evidence of villages, burials, monuments or art, or sites where indigenous
people created stone tools or harvested natural resources. The specific locations of these sites
are not publicly disclosed to prevent damage from artifact hunters. Other common threats to
pre-historic archaeological sites include construction of buildings and roads, and erosion from
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rivers, streams and (now) sea level rise.
In August of 2021, the Maine Historic Preservation Commission (MHPC) prepared a map of
the prehistoric or pre-European archaeological sites in Brooksville. (See Map K-1). In order
to protect the sites, their exact locations are not disclosed: the site is not in the direct center of
the half-kilometer square on the map. It can be seen, however, that they conform to the
common location for such sites: within 50 meters of canoe-navigable water, on relatively well
drained, level land. Site # 2529 shown in pink on the map at the south end of Walker Pond is
the only site that has had a professional archaeological survey, in about 1989, in advance of a
subdivision: no evidence of prehistoric human activity was found.
Map K-1
Pre-historic archaeological sites

The Archaeological Conservancy owns one of the sites, the Von Mach site. This site was
originally excavated by Warren K Moorehead in the 1920s and was listed in the National
Register of Historic Places in 1989. Located near the Bagaduce River, the Von Mach site
contains a large shell midden with remains of ash, ceramics, and bone and stone tools. Eleven
other known sites are thought to be National Register eligible, according to the 2006 plan.
The site at the North end of the pond, where the alewives run, had a burial site which was
excavated in 1912 by Moorehead, but due to the presence of European copper ornaments and
other indicators, it was determined not to be prehistoric.
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Official Historic Archaeological Sites:
Where an archaeological site can be identified or understood through written record, it is
known as a Historic Archaeological Site. These can include shipwrecks, battlefields,
cemeteries, houses, and industrial buildings. There are eleven known historic archaeological
sites documented in Brooksville, shown in Table K-1, below. (Curious readers will note that in
this context, “pottery” is not an artifact, it is a site where pottery was made.) Seven of those
sites are shown on Map K-2.
Table K-1

Map K-2
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Historic Buildings:
There are currently two federally recognized historic buildings in Brooksville: “Topside”
which is a residence on Walker Point off Route 176, and the West Brooksville Congregational
Church off Route 176.
Topside was designed by Tennessee architect William Crutchfield and built in 1918-20. This
unusual log structure more closely resembles vacation houses found in the mountain areas of
the southern United States than those generally found in Maine. It was added to the National
Register of Historic Places (NRHP) on August 13, 1975. It is privately owned and not open to
the public.

"Topside" – a 1918 summer home of logs and stone
The West Brooksville Congregational Church on Route 176 was built in 1855 in the Greek
revival style from designs created by from Thomas Gardner, a local builder. The building was
listed on the NRHP in 1995

.
West Brooksville Congregational Church
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Old cemeteries:
There are many, very old graves in the four active, publicly accessible cemeteries in Town. As
cataloged by the Brooksville Historical Society, the Town is home to at least 45 old historic
cemeteries and private burial places, as well as the four active cemeteries. Four publications of
the Society published from 2003-2004 name them all, give GIS coordinates, list the people
buried there, and provide identifying photos. Maine Cemetery law states that any descendant
has a right to visit their ancestors’ gravesites wherever they are located. The general public
may visit the old cemeteries as long as the access to the site is public, or permission is obtained
to traverse private land.
Other Historical Sites:
The Museum: The Brooksville Historical Society was incorporated in 1968 as a volunteer-run
and non-profit organization. In 1991 it acquired the “Boathouse Museum” (a 1930s vintage
boat-building barn) and moved it onto property donated by Edna Lund at the northern end of
Walker Pond. The Society has operated the museum continuously since it was acquired, with
public open hours during the summer. The museum was recently moved onto a permanent
foundation with climate controlled archival storage in the lower level

.
Relocated museum in place and secured
Nautilus Island: Not often recognized as part of Brooksville, Nautilus Island has a rich
history dating back at least as far as the Revolutionary War. It had a very important role in the
ill-fated Penobscot Expedition, well described in various history books. It is accessible only by
boat, and is privately owned. The “battery” and “fish house” are listed in Table K-1.
First Baptist Church at Brooksville Corner: This building was erected in 1834. An effort was
made to have it placed on the National Register of Historic Places, but it was determined by the
State that too many alterations had been made to the original building. Facing a threat of being
sold to private parties, a grass roots nonprofit organization, the “Keepers”, was formed to
rescue and restore the building, which was successful.
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Historic Farms: Brooksville is home to two Bicentennial Farms, i.e. farms that have been in
the same family ownership since the signing of the Constitution in 1787. These are: the farm
on the Bagaduce Road still occupied by descendants of John Lymburner who came from
Scotland in 1767; and the Billings farm which became Oakland House, still operated by
descendants of John and Hannah Billings who were granted the land in 1767. In 1988, there
were only 30 Bicentennial farms in Maine.
Historic Homes, Camps, churches and other buildings: Publications of the Historical Society
list many homes that have been in existence since before the Town was incorporated in 1817 or
shortly thereafter. Among them are the Old Bray House, the Halfway House, David’s Folly
Farm, and the James Gray House. Of more recent vintage from the later 1800s-early 1900s
are many more homes still in existence, some badly in need of repair or restoration, others in
good condition. The Hiram Blake Camp for example began operation in 1916, and still has
buildings that are over a century old. The lovely North Brooksville Methodist church was built
around 1900; the iconic South Brooksville Methodist Church was dedicated in 1893.
Information on these and many other structures exists in the archives of the Historical Society,
but it remains to be assembled into a coherent document.
Site of the Rope Ferry: Crossing the Bagaduce River to get from Brooksville to Sedgwick and
thence to Blue Hill in the early days necessitated the use of a rope ferry, a crossing method in
existence since ancient times. The land part of the route included a rough road on the land
currently owned by the Fowler family, but the road has been abandoned for decades and is no
longer passable by vehicles. Likewise on the Sedgwick side, the official Rope Ferry Road
does not reach the shore, and the ferry landing site is hard to find without a local guide.
Remains of the Walker Pond Ice Works: Some of the elements of this fascinating industry are
still visible south of Walker Pond. There is cribbing underneath the water of the pond as well
as the “Punch Bowl”, and some of the granite foundation of a massive ice house is located on
private land, overgrown with vegetation.
Other evidence of Brooksville’s industrial past: During the heyday of shipbuilding and sailing,
there were wharfs and piers in several key locations in West Brooksville and South
Brooksville. Some traces of these remain. There was another ferry landing that linked Castine
and Brooksville, in operation for over 100 years starting before the Revolution. The remains
of the town’s significant granite quarries are all now in private ownership. There was a tidal
mill in Smith Cove, and traces of the rock dam remain. Some traces of the smaller old mining
locations remain. The most notable mine was on Cape Rosier, first a deep shaft mine and then
an open pit mine, which created at one time the deepest man made “hole” on the Eastern
Seaboard. Before it became a superfund site closed to the public, one could find many
interesting artifacts left behind from the time the mine was in operation.
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7. Threats to Historic and Archaeological Resources
Threats:
Common threats to historic architecture are inappropriate repairs or reuse, structural decay,
demolition for other development, and fire. It is expensive to keep up an old structure,
particularly homes built before 1900. In addition, modernization to meet the needs of today
often results in sacrifice of beautiful old features.
The Town’s old historic cemeteries have suffered greatly from neglect. Many of them are
barely accessible and the gravestones are flattened, broken, and overgrown. Some of the more
impressive and beautiful markers were even stolen in the past, and shipped away by plundering
thieves.
As mentioned previously, archaeological sites, particularly shell middens, are often plundered
by treasure hunters. Map K-1 represents, in the words of the MHPC, “a compromise,
providing some location information but not allowing someone who might want to loot a site
to walk exactly to the location.” But it does provide useful information should the Town wish
to provide protection of these unique sites. MHPC can provide language regarding
archaeological site survey requirements, appropriate for insertion into subdivision ordinances .
Other historic features that are reminders of Brooksville’s former industries are already, or in
danger of becoming, permanently inaccessible to the public because those features are now in
private ownership. Some old historic buildings have been moved and repurposed, others
demolished. Some are sadly being allowed to succumb to misuse and the ravages of time.
Private development of land parcels is occurring without knowledge of the historic resources
they may contain. Old cellar holes, stone-lined wells, stone walls, and rock piles tell stories
about how the land was used long ago and how much hard work was involved. Old rock piles
in particular were often waste disposal sites, and can yield historic artifacts such as medicine
bottles, old shoes and the like. Old cellar holes and wells are often filled in, and stone walls
plundered for the stone. Nationwide, historically productive farm fields are being converted to
irreversible residential use. This could become a problem in Brooksville: see chapter J.
Sea level rise is threatening to obliterate certain artifacts, such as the Condon Rock, an historic
marker on the shore in Smith Cove; many of the remnants of wharfs and piers; and camps and
other buildings located near the shore. The archeological sites shown on Map K-1 are also
severely threatened by sea level rise.
Assessment of adequacy of protection:
Few protections exist to mitigate the abovementioned threats. The important Von Mach
archaeological site seems to be well protected by the Archaeological Conservancy, and the
Maine Coast Heritage Trust recently restored and protected the old mill site at the outlet to
Walker Pond. This site is now owned by the Town. The old cemeteries are occasionally
visited by the Town when it is time to place flags on veterans’ graves, but otherwise it is up to
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the abutters and descendants to keep them clear of blowdowns and restore the stones, which
can be a prohibitively expensive proposition.
There is currently no program to identify and provide a plaque of recognition for historic
homes and other buildings, such as is the practice in many other communities fortunate enough
to host such structures. Owners can develop pride in the history of their buildings through
such a program, incentivizing their preservation through voluntary means. In addition, there is
no program in place to identify, enhance, and preserve features of Brooksville’s industrial past.
Photography became widespread by the late 1800s and the Historical Society has many
photographs of the industries that were functioning at that time, as well as pictures of buildings
from the late 1800’s to mid 1900s. For many of these historic and archaeological features,
their only protection is in the photographs that have survived them.
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8. Goals & Objectives
GOAL: Brooksville desires to protect its key historical and archaeological resources
from incompatible development and undertake measures to assure the long-term
enhancement of its historical sites and structures.
Responsible
Objective
Strategy
Timeframe
Party(ies)
Select Board will
Town ordinances
appoint a committee
should encourage
to review ordinance
preservation of key
Select Board or their
models that could be
Report in 2 years
historical, scenic, and
Designee(s)
applicable in
archaeological
furthering this
resources.
objective.
Increase funding of
Create a consistent
the Historical Society
and documented
Budget committee,
to enable it to hire a
inventory of historic
Historical Society,
2 years
consulting intern to
and archaeological
consultant
undertake this
sites and structures
specific task
Consider significant
Working from the
archaeological sites
inventory and in
and historic
consultation with
Historical Society,
properties for
5-8 years
owners and the State, consultant
inclusion in National
develop applications
Register of Historic
for inclusion
Places
Working from
Create a program for existing inventories
labeling of historic
and in consultation
Historical Society
Immediate, ongoing
structures with
with owners, design
honorary plaques
and implement the
program
Protect historic and
archaeological sites
Sea Level Rise and
Conduct a survey
from climate change,
Climate Change
using MHPC
Near term
including sea level
committee: Historical
template or similar
rise, extreme heat,
Society
wind and rain
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